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CHAPTERR 10. AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
10.11 DISMANTMENT OF LARGE SCALE FARMS
10.1.11 MORE POTENTIAL PRIVATE FARMS THAN LAND; A COMPROMISE
Thee question in former communist countries often is "How to manage the process of
distributingg land in an economically efficient way while at least maintaining or rather
improvingg the current level of agricultural production"? In other words: What type of land
tenuree system best serves the economic development of this particular country? There is no
textbookk - 'best tenure system' -solution for this question. The practical implementation of
restructuringg of agricultural production in Kyrgyzstan resulted in a variety of farm types as
shownn earlier. The slow progress of reform in terms of actual distribution of land among
individualss might have been in part the result of a compromise, which is specific to the
Kyrgyzz situation. It relates to the country's highly diverse and less favorable agro-ecological
conditions;; low rainfall and irrigation dependent crop agriculture (over 80% of arable land is
irrigated);; water logging, salinity, nutrient-deficiency, and erosion in soils, overgrazing and
poorr management of pasture land, inadequate number of all-weather roads, lack of an
efficientt transport network; long distances to world markets, and the legacy of the
centralizedd system of (economic) planning, resource allocation, input distribution, and state
procurementt of agricultural output <WB discussion paper # 394) [100]. There is not sufficient
arablee land to satisfy the wish of peasants to establish their own private - and preferably
singlee - family farm. On the other hand there is the wish to abandon as much as possible
thee old system of large scale farming with it's agricultural elite in management and other
controllingg positions. The problem must be solved by a compromise; combining very small
householdd land holdings within the greater efficiency to be derived from relatively larger
farmss without returning to collectivism in farming.
Thee table on the distribution of land among categories of farms in Kyrgyzstan can be
constructedd using data from two sources (LTC reports and Natskomstat).
Situationn January 1995
Typee of farm

Totall of
Average e
arable e
size(ha)) of
12
landd (ha)
arablee land

Approx. .
## farms

Averagee #
off workers

Totall # of
workers s

workers s
perr ha

Peasantt & private

159.000 0

12 2

13.250 0

4.6 6

61.000 0

2.61 1

Associationss of
peasant t

153.000 0

800 0

191 1

475 5

90.850 0

1.68 8

Statee and Collective

625.000 0

1903 3

328 8

1120 0

367.350 0

1.70 0

Thee total amount of arable land in Kyrgyzstan in 1995 is estimated to be over 1.300.000 ha (at the
beginningg of the transition period). During the first years of transition some 200.000 ha of the best
pasturelandd has been converted into arable land. Apart from the farm categories mentioned here arable
landd is also in use by cooperatives, joint stock companies, and small enterprises.
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AA problem in collecting the data in the table is that there is not always a clear distinction
betweenn private and peasant farms so they had to be taken together. Peasant farms are
enterprisess owned by several farming households using larger land areas than private
farms,, (which explains the average area of 12 ha for the combined category of single family
andd multi family peasant farms).
10.1.22 INCREASED AGRICULTURAL EMPLOYMENT
Thee data are rather rough and some rounding off has been done. Peasant and private farms
(thee "privatized" farms) in Kyrgyzstan employ more workers per ha of arable land, or
cultivatee less hectares per worker of arable land - but presumably much more intensive thann the other types of farms. Associations of peasant farms, later also referred to as (new
butt smaller) collective farms (often a continuation of the former state and collective farms
butt under a new name and considerably smaller in size) use roughly similar labor input per
hectaree on arable land as those former state and collective farms.
Becausee of the sometimes-unspecified nature of data available, it is important to make a
seriess of other comparisons. It is not only arable land that is in use by the former and new
farms. .
Apartt from arable land, farms use pastures and non-arable land (land of lesser soil quality)
forr fodder and haymaking for their livestock. The data do not specify for the nature of land,
soo only a rather unpolished comparison is possible.
Thee total land in use by associations of peasant farms in January 1995 was a little under 4.0
millionn ha (of which only 153,000 ha was arable land). It is interesting to note that the total
landd in use by state and collective farms at the same time was around 6.7 million ha.
Lookingg at the number of workers in both types of farms, the number of hectares per worker
differss significantly. For associations of peasant farms this number is far more than double
thatt for state and collective farms.
Situationn of January 1995
Typee of farm

Totall area of
landd in use

## of farms Totall of
workers s

Agricultural/arable e

Peasantt & private
Farms s
Associationss of
peasantt farms
Statee and
Collective e
Farms s

## of workers hectaress per
worker r
perr ha
Average e
Onn total'
amountt of
Agricultural l
Landd area landd per worker

457.300/159.000 0

13.250 0

61.000 0

0,13 3

7.55 ha

3.968.000/153.000 0

191 1

90.850 0

0,02 2

43.77 ha

6.710.000/625.000 0

328 8

367.350 0

0,05 5

18.33 ha

Takenn together the privatized farms (associations of peasant farms and peasant and private
farms)) had approximately 4.4 million ha land in use in January 1995. The total amount of
landd in use by state and collective farms was approx. 6.7 million ha. Given the total numbers
off employees/workers on the three types (61.000, 90.850, and 367.350 respectively) the
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averagee amount of land per worker is 7.5 ha for private farms, 43.7 ha for associations of
peasantt farms and 18.3 ha for state and collective farms. Another important factor to bear
inn mind is that state and collective farms continued to own and manage pastureland as part
off the farm, while pastureland for other farms has been limited, and for private farms has
almostt been discarded. All pastureland in 1991 was state owned and parts of it were
attributedd to state and collective farms for exclusive use. That situation remained pretty
muchh the same because only land designated for agriculture ('Ugodia') was distributed
amongg private individuals and that contained only very little pasture land.
Inn 1996/1997 still only 2213 state and collective farms were operational, while the number of
privatee farms - peasant, private and association of peasant farms - had risen to 38,218.
Itt is interesting to note also that according to statistics provided by Natskomstat, the share of
agriculturee in employment increased from 33% in 1990 (before reform) to 49% in
1996/1997.. This implies that employment in agriculture has risen. The share of agriculture in
thee GDP rose from 32% to 47% an almost similar relative increase. Although - as mentioned
beforee - the data are rather coarse, the conclusion is that privatized smaller farms use more
laborr input per ha than the associations of (larger) peasant farms and the large state and
collectivee farms.
Itt has to be taken into account that apart from people employed directly for agricultural
production,, the state and collective farms also employed people for social services, to serve
inn medical clinics, schools and nurseries in the villages on the land of the farms. For the
mostt part the difference between associations of peasant farms and the state/collective
farmss seems to stem from the fact that state and collective farms have seen a major lay-off
off employees because of the measures taken by the government during the transition.
Inn LTC research paper # 128, on p. 59 conclusions are drawn about the workforce in
agriculturee in Kyrgyzstan. They are based on the following data used in that paper: On
Januaryy 1, 1994 small-scale peasant farms and private farms employed an average of 4.6
workerss and controlled 6 ha of land. For state and collective farms employment averaged
11200 workers and they controlled an average of 2249 ha ( 5,623 acres) of land. The
conclusionn then is that smaller scale farms require fewer workers per hectare than large
farms.. But the conclusion should have been14 that small-scale farms use more workers per
hectaree in line with my findings.
Economicss of scale can have some effect and should be taken into account in observing the
advantagess of small-scale farming above large-scale farming. Large state and collective
farmss do have and will use more machinery and mechanization than associations of
peasantt farms and private farms. With regard to food security, there is some evidence that
forr specific crops like wheat and barley, large-scale farming is not always less productive
thann smaller scale farming. For the time being however, Kyrgyzstan faces the harsh reality
off increasing poverty during the transition, a fall in production, a breakdown of trade, loss of
fiscall transfers, rising unemployment, a shrinking social safety net, and widening income
disparities.. It is not an easy task to perform restructuring of the agriculture, but natural
resourcess are finite, human skills and intelligence are not. It is a tragic waste that millions of
humanss have no or so little opportunity to be challenged to develop their human capacities.
133 T . .

Thiss number is given on page 109 of WB paper # 3941100] on the situation 1996/1997, but note that
numberss vary.
14 4

LTCC has confirmed the mistake
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Thee human resource plays a double role. People are resources as well as users of
resources.. Making people responsible citizens gives a possibility to demand responsibility in
return. .
10.22 RESOURCE CONSERVATION
10.2.11 INCREASED AWARENESS
Thee question arises as to whether the land and agrarian reform changes the attitude of
peoplepeople toward resource use in a sense that there is a greater awareness of stewardship of
naturall resources. Although it is not an element in my model, environmental issues are of
suchh importance nowadays that it should be mentioned. It is a known fact that in communist
countriess the awareness of stewardship of the population for the natural resources has
decreased.. This was the result of two factors one being the establishment of collective
farmss where former peasants now became agricultural laborers. The other factor has been
thee lack of responsibility felt by the people for the environment they lived in. All decisions
weree made by the "state", represented by councils and governing bodies. Individual decision
makingg and taking of responsibility resulted eventually in a situation were such a person
wass regarded as dangerous for the common - communist - case. Almost all travelers
throughh communist countries during the 1980s must have noticed the lack of care for the
environmentt as exercised by both the population and the government alike in these
countries.. In Agricultural Landownership in Transitional Economies, Gene Wunderlich [102]
statess {p. 9): "Do pressures of intensification on small units require exploitation of marginal
qualitiess of land, thus causing erosion, wildlife habitat decline, and greater use of
chemicals?? Or does widespread ownership provides new flexibility in reassembling a
greaterr variety of farm operations to exploit micro-differences in topography, soils, and
cover?? Large scale farming operations may be less sensitive to micro-environments;
widespreadd ownership, to the extent that it encourages greater variety and management
intensityy in production, may induce more environmentally friendly practices." But he also
remarkss (p. 6): "Private landowners, pursuing their own objectives, may use their land in
wayss detrimental to others. Privatization is under suspicion for its environmental effects,
becausee individual objectives may be shorter term or more localized than the objectives of
thosee in a larger community. Pesticides may increase short-term production but pollute soil
andd water. Burning may control weeds but pollute air, destroy wildlife habitat, and expose
soill to erosion. The terms of bargains struck on the environment may differ by who owns the
land". .
10.2.22 GOVERNMENTAL ACTION
AA higher level of stewardship for land is not explicitly mentioned in any of the reports and
documentss highlighting farm restructuring in Kyrgyzstan. There is also no clear indication
aboutt what level of government intervention should be maintained or acquired to ensure
longg term sustainable growth of the agricultural sector in the country. But politicians in
Kyrgyzstann are aware of the relationship between using the country's natural resources in a
moree effective and efficient way by changing the land tenure situation and the danger of
environmentall degradation that might come with these policies. And although there is a lot
off rhetoric in documents circulating in the Kyrgyz Republic about environmental dangers
andd farming, it shows concern for environmental issues at government level.
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Inn the Land Code of 1999 several articles show the intent of the government to protect
valuablee resources and ecologically responsible use of the 'Ugodia' (Art.17, 20 and 50). In
thee National Food Security Report (1999), concern for the environment is the core of policy
issuee # 5 although in a rather idealistic way. It reads: "Indeed, appropriate management of
thee rural environment by economically successful family farmers is expected to be carried
outt as a natural way of life since it means preserving their present and future livelihood." It
mustt be added however that the government of the Kyrgyz Republic shows its responsibility
forr ecologically sustainable agriculture in various other ways in the report.
10.33 ASSESSMENT OF IMPROVED (AGRICULTURAL) PRODUCTION
10.3.11 INDICATORS
Changee in resource use
Landd & natural resources
Labor r
Financess & credit
Educationn & knowledge

(4) )

Improvedd (agricultural)
production n

(5) )

Changee in income

(6) )

Thee element of 'improved (agricultural) production' (5) for the prosperity paradigm will be
moree related to general production changes, while it will be more focused on agricultural
productionn improvement when applied to the food security paradigm. Production changes
cann best be found on the macro level in statistical data on production. Normally that type of
statisticall data is not hard to collect. Improved production can be observed in:
statistical data on (agricultural) production
statistical data on yields
data on the establishment of production enterprises
(well interpreted) labor statistics
Whenn applied to the prosperity paradigm, agricultural production of cash crops, or crops that
willl enhance export of agricultural products (whether processed or not, but when stimulating
thee development of processing enterprises in the nation this may be an extra advantage) is
ann important indicator of a growing economy. One of the agricultural export products is
sugarr - although sugar beets are imported - and production of it is significantly higher than
beforee independence.
Thee data in the previous chapter are not limited as indicators of only a change in resource
use.. They can very well be used also as indicators for changes in agricultural production.
Ass far as agricultural production is concerned it has been mentioned earlier that the
governmentt still is involved in the planning of crops and in efficient use of arable land. In its
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nationall food security policy the government of the Kyrgyz Republic will promote the
developmentt of the production of food commodities for which the country has comparative
advantagess and other measures in direct support of improving long-term competitiveness of
thee Kyrgyz agriculture both on domestic and export markets. Land and agrarian reform, crop
andd livestock production, rural finance, extension services, natural resources management,
reformm of agro-industries, institutional reform and the Ministry of Agriculture and seed
developmentt are key policy issues included in the national food security strategy. (Report
onn national food security policy July 1999) [44]. The publishing date of the previous policy
statementt suggests that agricultural reform might be well under way, but is not completed
yet.. Especially the marketing of input and output of agriculture is a matter of concern
combinedd with the removing of physical barriers in transport between agricultural commodity
marketss and the farms.
10.3.22 IMPROVEMENT OF RURAL INFRASTRUCTURE
Inn September 1998 the World Bank published its earlier mentioned discussion paper (# 394)
[100]] on Kyrgyz agriculture. In that paper the agricultural situation in the country is
summarized.. The Kyrgyz Republic has made significant progress towards macroeconomic
stabilityy during the recent years. Overall, the Kyrgyz Republic is among the leaders in
agriculturall sector reform in Central Asia. The government has followed an agenda to
privatizee and transform the agricultural sector from a centrally planned economy into a
markett oriented rural economy. The reforms, for which there is widespread support, are now
irreversible,, but the transition to a market economy is not yet complete. Some of the
institutionall arrangements for the rural market economy are now in place, but progress on
thee ground has been slow in some of the regions in particular. Because of serious budget
constraints,, the Government has been unable to adequately maintain or rehabilitate rural
infrastructuree or to develop new infrastructure where it is needed. Adequate rural
infrastructuree is important to the overall quality of life of people in rural areas; to improve the
productivityy of the land, labor, and capital; for access to domestic and world markets; and for
thee creation of jobs in rural areas.
Currentlyy there is a road network connecting the towns to the major cities, but it is in
disrepair.. Rural feeder roads for farm-to-market access either do not exist or need major
improvement.. Most of the markets where farmers need to buy inputs and sell outputs do not
yett exist and should be created as soon as possible. There is no modern telecommunication
systemm in rural areas. Smaller rural villages may have only one telephone line to be used by
thee whole village.
AA major constraint to farm restructuring is the lack of funds at local government level to
providee services like water supply, sanitation, schools, and hospitals, at an adequate
standard. .
10.3.33 STATISTICAL DATA
Statisticall information about the development of agricultural production in the Kyrgyz
Republicc is not always unambiguous (as shown before) but a number of effects of
restructuringg of the agricultural production can clearly be noticed.
Thee size of land designated for agriculture increased during the first nine years after
independence,, most likely due to the sowing of areas in the best pasture land by private
farmers,, land which was under state and collective farms only used as pasture land. An
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increasee of around 15% in the amount of arable land in the country can be observed from a
reportedd 1,300,000 ha in 1990 to 1,500,000 ha in 1999 (some sources even suggest a
largerr increase). Against this increase in arable land, it is interesting to assess the increase
inn agricultural production. Based on data provided by Natskomstat the following table can be
presentedd (hay and fodder production is excluded as it is currently mainly harvested on
commonn pasturelands and non-arable land). Note the overall increase of production as a
wholee when groups are taken together. However, looking at the individual crops, there are
somee lower figures. The total of grains has gone up, but that is because of a considerable
increasee in wheat production. Barley production has substantially decreased, and corn
productionn is lower than in 1990. Crops of tobacco, melons, fruits/berries, and grapes show
lowerr figures than before independence.
Productionn data in 1000 ton

1990

1999

Change
(19900 = 100)

1482 2

1613 3

109 9

Wheat t
Barley y
Com m
Rice e

482 2
592 2
406 6
22

1109 9
180 0
308 8
15 5

Totall production of sugar beet + potatoes

367 7

1494 4

Sugarr beet
Potatoes s

22
365 5

536 6
958 8

Totall production of vegetables, fruits
andd berries, grapes and melons

743 3

902 2

Vegetables s
Melons s
Fruits/Berries s
Grapes s

487 7
71 1
141 1
43 3

719 9
63 3
101 1
18 8

Cotton,, Tobacco + Vegetable oil crop

145 5

175 5

81 1
54 4
10 0

87 7
30 0
58 8

Totall production of grain

Cotton n
Tobacco o
Vegetablee oil crop

407 7

121 1

120 0

Theree is a spectacular rise in the production of sugar beets and potatoes that might indicate
aa change in production patterns more aimed at the market. It is reported that white sugar,
uncombedd cotton, ethyl spirits, cattle skins, and unfermented tobacco are main export
products.. Livestock and unfermented tobacco are assumed to be increasingly grown on
housee plots escaping official statistics, because the official data for livestock breeding, and
hayy production show significant declining levels, while at least for tobacco the local market
doess not seem to shrink taken into account the continuous high number of smokers using
domesticallyy grown tobacco in the country.
Doo the numbers in the previous table suggest that agricultural production is now more
efficientt than in Soviet times? To answer this question a table produced by Natskomstat
aboutt the development of yields of major commodities is interesting.
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Thee table of yields shows that the efforts for improvement of the agricultural production after
ninee years of transition start to pay off. Restructuring of the agriculture in Kyrgyzstan has
resultedd in an improvement in production both by enlarging the arable land area and by
increasedd harvests. Combined with the findings in paragraph 10.1.2 about higher labor input
perr ha in privatized farms, the perspective for agriculture and also for rural living is positive.
Yieldss in 100 kilogram per hectare
1995 5 1996 6 1997 7 1998 8

1990 0

1991 1 1992 2 1993 3 1994 4

Wheat t

24.9 9

22.4 4

25.5 5

24.6 6

Barley y

22.2 2

19.2 2

22.1 1

20.3 3

13.9 9

13.0 0

Corn n

61.8 8

58.5 5

51.3 3

45.2 2

35.3 3

37.4 4

17.0 0

18.3 3

1999 9

23.7 7

24.6 6

24.3 3

16.7 7

18.8 8

43.2 2

45.9 9

21.6 6
49.2 2

53.0 0

22.2 2

19.7 7

Rice e
Sugar-beet t

17.1 1 14.2 2 14.7 7
9.6 6 13.0 0 15.5 5 17.5 5 19.3 3 22.0 0 24.5 5
168.5 5 155.7 7 213.3 3 188.2 2 116.2 2 123.1 1 152.1 1 180.7 7 199.7 7 203.3 3

Potatoes s

136 6

137 7

124 4

108 8

90 0

99 9

114 4

121 1

131 1

150 0

140 0

115 5

103 3

113 3

132 2

143 3

152 2

Vegetables s

196 6

180 0

154 4

Fruits s
/Berries s
Hay y

41.2 2

25.9 9

35.4 4

14.2 2

20.1 1

20.9 9

24.1 1

27.1 1

25.4 4

23.9 9

58.2 2

53.1 1

53.1 1

51.3 3

42.8 8

42.6 6

45.3 3

49.1 1

54.0 0

48.0 0

Thiss table also confirms findings in other global research; privatized smaller farms are (in
thee long run) more efficient than large state and collective farms. For the Kyrgyz Republic
theree is still a long way to go, but the decline in agricultural production of 1993 - 1995 has
beenn followed by a continuous growth with currently higher overall production than before
independence. .
10.3.44 EFFECTS ON RURAL LIVING
Internationall research shows that results of land and agrarian reform deliver noticeable
resultss for rural living only after fifteen to twenty-five years. A conclusion made in "Changing
landd relations and farming structures in formerly socialist countries"; by Zvi Lerman [49] (p.
80),, is that: T h e remarkable changes in land ownership and farm organization have not yet
broughtt the productivity gains as expected. In part this is because of the general economic
depressionn which took place parallel at the privatization process. A decline in use of
productivityy enhancing inputs, a backdrop of demand for livestock products, and reduction in
returnss to agricultural production were the result." This suggests that at least a considerable
periodd of time is needed before noticeable changes in agricultural production can be
observed.. Furthermore, the researcher concludes: "To enable agriculture to reap the
benefitss of private ownership and individual initiative, governments must provide a stable
legislativee environment with clearly defined and easily transferable property rights, speed up
de-monopolizationn of support services, and encourage the development of functioning
marketss in land, assets, and commodities." This all requires resources to be spent and that
iss often a very limited possibility for governments of economies in transition by their general
lackk of sufficient resources.
Theree is no doubt about the drastic change in the way farms are managed nowadays when
comparedd with the way it happened before independence. But the manifestation of
improvedd abilities in peasants as a consequence of new motivations, better nutritional
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standardss and developed skills, takes about fifteen years (as reported by Ghonemy [37]).
Theree is little reason to doubt these findings, because observations make clear that the
restructuringg of agriculture is still not complete in Kyrgyzstan. It implies that the effects of
restructuringg of the agriculture in the Kyrgyz Republic can not be completely seen yet.

